KUCR Pre-Award Services provides this select compilation of funding opportunities as a resource for University of Kansas Researchers. We encourage you to utilize the campus subscription to PIVOT to find funding opportunities specifically tailored to your research area based on keywords you provide. PIVOT is easy to use and offers other valuable services that are helpful to researchers. Access is available at this site: https://pivot.cos.com

If you have questions regarding PIVOT, please contact Jenni Wiles at jwiles@ku.edu or 864-7423.

Upcoming Funding Events/News

National Science Foundation announces plan for comprehensive public access to research results
NSF will require that either the version of record or the final accepted manuscript in peer-reviewed scholarly journals and papers in juried conference proceedings or transactions must:
  - Be deposited in a public access compliant repository designated by NSF;
  - Be available for download, reading and analysis free of charge no later than 12 months after initial publication;
  - Possess a minimum set of machine-readable metadata elements in a metadata record to be made available free of charge upon initial publication;
  - Be managed to ensure long-term preservation; and
  - Be reported in annual and final reports during the period of the award with a persistent identifier that provides links to the full text of the publication as well as other metadata elements.

This NSF requirement will apply to new awards resulting from proposals submitted, or due, on or after the effective date of the Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) that will be issued in January 2016.

KUIC / BTBC "Technology Tuesday"
New networking event for researchers, investors, companies and economic development professionals KUIC licensing staff will present partnering opportunities in the areas of aerospace, transportation, vaccines, biomass conversion, and new pharmaceuticals. Meet the inventors and mingle with entrepreneurs, investors and business executives. Refreshments will be provided.
March 24, 2015, 4:00 pm - 06:00 pm
Bioscience and Technology Business Center, Main Facility, 2029 Becker Drive
http://kuic.dept.ku.edu/about/upcoming-events
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Current Top Searches on PIVOT

National Institutes of Health
Investigations on Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases (R01)
**Deadlines:** June 5, 2015; October 5, 2015; February 5, 2015

National Science Foundation
Coupling Energetics, and Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions (CEDAR)
**Deadline:** July 17, 2015

National Science Foundation
Smart and Connected Health (SCH)
**Deadlines:** Exploratory Proposals, October 10, 2015; Integrative Proposals, December 10, 2015

Highlighted Funding Opportunities

US Department of Education Institute of Education Sciences
Evaluation of State Education Programs and Policies Grant Program
**Deadlines:** LOI, April 16, 2015; Full Proposal, June 10, 2015

National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR)
Community Living and Participation of Individuals with Disabilities
**Deadline:** April 20, 2015

Pre-Award Services: Email: kucrpremgmt@ku.edu or nbiles@ku.edu; Phone: 864-7434
Research Development: Email: researchdevelop@ku.edu; Phone: 864-3289
Mid-America Arts Alliance
Regional Touring Program
**Deadlines:** Proposals accepted any time up to 8 weeks before project start

National Institutes of Health
“A Wearable Alcohol Biosensor” Challenge
**Deadline:** December 2, 2015

**New Faculty/New Investigator**

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)
Research Stays for University Academics and Scientists
**Deadline:** May 15, 2015; October 15, 2015

National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR)
Research Fellowships Program
**Deadline:** May 18, 2015

National Institutes of Health
Early Career Award in Chemistry of Drug Abuse and Addiction (ECHEM) (R21/R33)
**Deadline:** June 16, 2015

Pre-Award Services: *Email: kucrpremgmt@ku.edu or nbiles@ku.edu; Phone: 864-7434*
Research Development: *Email: researchdevelop@ku.edu; Phone: 864-3289*
National Science Foundation
Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Program


http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/70293

**Limited Submissions**

URL for limited submission proposals procedure:

http://policy.ku.edu/research/institutional-endorsement

RGK Foundation
RGK Foundation Grant Program

**Internal Deadline:** April 13, 2015

**Sponsor Deadlines:** LOI, June 1, 2015; Full Proposal, By Invitation Only

http://www.rgkfoundation.org/public/guidelines

National Science Foundation
Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: Pathways into Geoscience (IUSE: GEOPATHS)

**Internal Deadline:** April 13, 2015

**Sponsor Deadlines:** LOI, August 14, 2015; Full Proposal, October 5, 2015

http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/156797

National Institutes of Health
Science Education Partnership Award (SEPA) R25

**Internal Deadline:** April 6, 2015

**Sponsor Deadline:** June 22, 2015

http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/152189

---

Pre-Award Services: Email: kucrpremgmt@ku.edu or nbiles@ku.edu; Phone: 864-7434
Research Development: Email: researchdevelop@ku.edu; Phone: 864-3289
American Diabetes Association
Pathway to Stop Diabetes
Internal Deadline: April 6, 2015
Sponsor Deadline: July 1, 2015

National Institutes of Health
Centers for Mendelian Genomics (UM1)
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: April 7, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/curated_opps/1192
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu

National Institutes of Health
Centers for Common Disease Genomics (UM1)
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: April 7, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/curated_opps/1191
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu

National Science Foundation
Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) in Engineering and Computer Science Sites
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: April 8, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/77659
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu

Pre-Award Services: Email: kucrpremgmt@ku.edu or nbiles@ku.edu; Phone: 864-7434
Research Development: Email: researchdevelop@ku.edu; Phone: 864-3289
National Science Foundation
Innovation Corps – Regional Node Program (I-Corps Node)
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: April 17, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/138954
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu

American Honda Foundation
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: May 1, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/401
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu

National Science Foundation
Innovation Corps Sites Program (I-Corps Sites)
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: June 9, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/139701
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu

National Science Foundation
Collections in Support of Biological Research (CSBR)
Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadline: July 13, 2015
http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/131006
If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu
National Endowment for the Arts
Art Works

Internal Deadline has passed
Sponsor Deadlines: February 19, 2015; July 23, 2015, Depending on Program
http://pivot.cos.com/funding_opps/149281

If interested in submitting to this initiative, please contact kucrpremgmt@ku.edu